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Artificial Intelligence

Academic Integrity

Engagement with 
socially-useful 
knowledge



Technology & Assessment: troubling relationship



We gifted academic integrity to a machine, 
long before ChatGPT



We lost sight of what matters about assessment, long before 
ChatGPT



How we respond to ChatGPT and how we nurture authentic assessment, 
rests on values and principles that we should have attended to, 
long before ChatGPT



There has been a rich research literature on the need for more diverse, 
authentic and meaningful assessments for decades,
long before ChatGPT

Why did it take a machine, robot or computer (AI) to get 
people’s attention about assessment?



The conflation of poor referencing skills and plagiarism – as the 
deliberate intention to deceive – has been disastrous for 
academic integrity, academic writing and authentic assessment.

Understanding of the literature
Critical Analysis
Clear writing and presentation
Good referencing skills
Clear building of an original argument



We should not use technology to 
absolve us of responsibility to teach the 

academic craft – and to assess it in 
honest, authentic and genuine ways.



“the passive acceptance 
of what is merely the 

case”

Adorno (2001) Page 121





Nancy Fraser, 2003, on Critical Theory

“peculiar dialectic of 
immanence and transcendence”

“one foot in society and one looking 
beyond”

Martin Jay, 1996, on Frankfurt School

Purpose increasingly to think the 
unthinkable



Artificial Intelligence is a threat to 
Academic Integrity

Artificial Intelligence is the new 
reality we have to accept – and it 
might be good

Artificial Intelligence is being 
driven by self-interested hype 
that must be challenged



My take:

Follow the money

Western-centric

Fueling discrimination

Perpetuating stereotypes

Deeply rooted in 
misogyny

Barrier to decolonisation





Those “enduring issues”…



What is academic work?



Wikimedia Commons



Academic work is engaging 
with the minds of others





What counts as achievement 
when we assess?



Learning Outcomes
The student will be able to:

Critically analyse research methods literature

Explain the difference between nuclear fusion and nuclear fission

Successfully undertake an invasive biopsy procedure

Demonstrate critical understanding of the health and safety in an 
industrial context

Construct a working design prototype for a robot

There is NO how 
much.



Our professional 
commitment is to criterion-

based marking.

≠





Reflecting on the pressures to give in 
to pseudo norm-based marking



We make choices when we assess
Understanding those choices will be even more important in an age of Generative AI



Students learn better in low stakes assessment 
environments

There is an assumption that high stakes assessment 
environments do more to ensure academic integrity

LEARNING INTEGRITY
INTEGRITY LEARNING

We make choices



LEARNING

INTEGRITY

INTEGRITY

LEARNING

Not suggesting:

• a learning:integrity binary
• a necessary trade-off between 

learning and integrity

Am stressing:

• we currently do make choices
• those choices are not inevitable, 

natural nor should they be 
uncontested



Consider knowledge holistically







Painting by John Glover



“the passive 
acceptance of what is 

merely the case”

Artificial Intelligence IS shaped by humans, 
and they may not be benign or neutral – but 

they could be ethical and transformative



Addressing those 
”enduring problems” 

in an age of 
Generative AI

We should not use technology to absolve us of responsibility to 
teach the academic craft – and to assess it in honest, authentic 
and genuine ways.

Academic work involves engaging with the minds of others. 

Our professional responsibility is to criterion-based marking

We should be honest about the choices we make when we decide 
on grading systems

We assess for the world beyond assessment.

Assessment should be approached holistically, as should 
knowledge.
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